
watch our installation video at:
lunacycle.com/WINTER/

 Syringe full of Conformal Coat
 Gloves
 Air Can 
 Bicycle Frog Light
 Paper Napkins
 Xt90-xt60 covers

kit checklist:

optional tools:

 hairdryer

 duct tape

kit contents:

The goal is to get the 
conformal coating deep 
down in the blue lined area. 

We recommend propping the 
battery connector side up for 
application and drying.

Do the Winterize Process outside or in a well ventilated area.

We recommend watching our video on             www.lunacycle.com/winter     to  show this process.

Start with a battery that is inside at room temperature and dry in the connector area.  If needed, you can use a hair dryer to heat 
up the back connector area of the battery, or do this process after the battery has been charging for a few hours so that it is warm 
to touch.  Do not allow the conformal coat to get inside the gold colored connectors, this is just for the outside of the connector 
(at the base where it meets battery). The goal is to fill that area with conformal coat and allow it to dry.



Remove any connector covers you have on the battery so that all four connectors are exposed. 
This will keep them from getting stuck into place.  1.

Prepare canned air by inserting the red straw and prying the safety tab off on the top of the can.2.

3.
Blow out the connector area using the canned air… make sure you do not 
tilt the can more than 45 degrees so the air stays dry.  If moist air comes 
out, it will only take 30 seconds for any condensation to evaporate since 
it is liquid nitrogen based moisture.  

Light up and inspect the connector area with the provided frog light.  Make sure the cavity is 
completely dry and free of debris. LoOk for corrosion (green or white residue) between the 
XT60 and XT90s at their base. 

If you see anything abnormal please take a picture 
and send it to our support team at: 

support@lunacycle.com

4.

Hold the battery pointy side down and put the napkin over the hole at the bottom of the 
connector as shown.  Apply pressure so that the coating does not leak out of slit you are 
covering with napkin. Alternatively you can use tape to tape this crevice shut 
temporarily.

5.

Inject the contents of the syringe into the crevice by 
putting the syringe between the XT60 and XT90 as far 
down as you can get it.  Inject the contents of the syringe 
( 3 cc ) between the connectors in equal doses in the 
areas marked 1, 2 and 3. Do not worry about getting the 
coating on the sides of the connector. We included a pink 
syringe applicator tip to make it even easier.

6.point 01
02 03

Gently Rock the battery back and forth and side to side 3 times in each direction 
so that the conformal coat saturates the area  in between the connectors
 (see video to clarify).7.

Hold the battery for about 2 minutes, after which you can remove the napkin and wipe up any coating 
that has dripped out.8.

Brace the battery with connector side up to dry for about an hour. 9.

Do not put the connector covers ( or attach anything to your connectors ) on the XT60 or XT90 until aT 
LEAST 2-3 hours AFTER or they could stick. 10.
(Optional) put dielectric grease provided in the gold connectors to keep them from corroding. Dielectric 
grease goes inside the connectors (unlike the conformal coat).11.


